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This white paper discusses Radiator
support for Vasco Digipass authentication
tokens.
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1.0 Introduction

This document shows how you can use Radiator, the full source Radius server fro
Open System Consultants (www.open.com.au/radiator) with Digipass authenticatio
tokens from Vasco (www.vasco.com)

Radius is the de-facto standard protocol for authenticating users and for recording
accounting information for dialup, wireless and wired LANs. See RFCs 2138, 2139
2865 and 2866 for more details on the Radius protocol (www.ietf.org).

Vasco Digipass tokens are small handheld devices that generate one-time-passwo
that change every 36 seconds. They can be purchased from Vasco and issued to 
users. Such tokens provide much higher levels of security than static passwords th
users have to remember. All Digipass tokens support two-factor authentication with
user PINs. Some types of Digipass token can also operate in a Challenge-Respon
mode for yet higher levels of security. Vasco also support soft and virtual tokens for
with modern smartphones and with SMS token code delivery. Vasco Digipass is su
ported by Radiator on Linux, Solaris, and Windows. Radiator supports the full range
Vasco Digipass software and hardware tokens on dialup, wired and wireless 802.1
capable LANs.
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FIGURE 1. Some types of Vasco Digipass authentication tokens

Radiator is a highly configurable and extensible Radius server that allows you to e
customize and control how to authenticate users and record usage accounting info
tion. Radiator works with a wide range of dialup, wired and wireless networking
devices, ensuring that users satisfy security requirements before they can access t
work. Radiator supports a wide range of authentication protocols, including Radius
PAP, CHAP, MSCHAP, MSCHAPV2, SIP, EAP-MD5, EAP-OTP, EAP-GTC, EAP-
TLS, EAP-TTLS, EAP-PEAP, EAP-MSCHAPV2 etc.

Radiator supports a wide range of authentication methods, including Vasco Digipa
tokens, SQL, LDAP, RAdmin and a range of ISP billing and user management syste
This extreme flexibility means that operators can use Digipass tokens for authentica
on their own, or integrate Digipass authentication with new and existing custom an
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third-party user billing and management systems, for complete and secure user ma
ment in dialup, wired and wireless networking environments.

Radiator supports native Digipass authentication, where authentication is done dir
by Radiator using the Vasco VacMan controller library.

The combination of Radiator and RAdmin, the web-based user administration soft
from Open System Consultants allows operators to deploy a complete, easy-to-use
based two-factor token administration and security system on Linux, Solaris and W
dows platforms.

2.0 What are Digipass Tokens?

2.1 Overview

Digipass tokens are small, inexpensive hand-held devices that are issued to each 
user that is to be permitted access to your network. When the user presses a butto
the token, it shows a unique one-time-password (called a tokencode) on its display.
tokencode changes every 36 seconds by default and changes in an unpredictable
that is unique to each token.

Different types of token are available from Vasco in different formats and with differe
capabilities. Each token is supplied by Vasco with its own unique token data file. T
token data file (called a DPX file) is imported by the administrator into the token da
base when the token is issued to a user. Radiator supports all Digipass compatible
tokens and systems including:

• GO-3

• GO-6

• DP 270

• Mobile

• Virtual (token delivery by SMS)

Most Digipass tokens support user-assignable PINs (also called Static Passwords
Vasco) in order to provide two-factor authentication. Some types of Digipass token
(such as the DP 270) require the user to enter their PIN into the token’s keypad be
the token will generate the tokencode. Other types without a keypad (e.g. GO-3 an
GO-6) store the PIN in the Digipass database, and the PIN is combined with the cu
tokencode to generate the user’s password. Some other types of Digipass suppor
lenge/Response, where the user has to enter a challenge code into the token befo
tokencode will be generated.

2.2 How Digipass authentication works

When a user wishes to connect to a dialup, wired or wireless network protected by R
ator and Digipass, they enter their username and as their password, they enter the
rent tokencode displayed on their token. If the token does not have a keypad, they p
the tokencode with their current personal PIN.
Radiator Digipass Support 3 of 9
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The network access device (dialup router, wireless LAN access point, wired LAN
switch etc.) sends the username and password to Radiator using the Radius proto
Radiator finds the user and token details in its token database and then uses the i
grated Vasco Controller to check the tokencode. If the tokencode is correct for that u
Radiator tells the network access device to permit the user to connect to the netwo
From that time, the user is connected to the network, and can use the network free
until they disconnect.

Most network access devices also send Accounting Start and Accounting Stop mes
using the Radius protocol. Radiator can save this accounting information in an acc
ing database, for use by a separate user management program such as RAdmin. RA
can then use this data to display the login history for each user, or a list of users c
rently connected etc.

FIGURE 2. Typical elements of a Radiator Digipass authentication system

Laptop + wireless card
+ EAP client

PC + EAP client

802.1X Wireless
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Radius Server
Radiator + Digipass
+ SQL database or
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2.3 Security

Radiator and Digipass tokens together provide a higher level of security than ordin
static passwords that users have to remember and keep secure.

2.3.1 PINs
Most Digipass tokens support PINs (also called Static Passwords by Vasco) for
increased security. The user must combine their secret PIN with the current tokenc
before they can log in. This provides protection against an attacker finding or steal
the token. The requirement to have both the token and their personal secret PIN b
they can authenticate is called ‘two-factor’ authentication. Support for PINs by a pa
ular token requires that the token data issued by Vasco includes support for ‘Static
word’.

GO-3 and GO-6 tokens permit users to set and change their own PINs. The PIN is s
in the Radiator Digipass database, but users can change their PIN by using specia
binations of tokencode, their old PIN and the new PIN.

Some types of Digipass token that include a keypad require the user to enter their
into the token before the token will generate the tokencode.

2.3.2 Challenge/Response
Some types of Digipass token also support Challenge/Response. In Challenge-
Response, when you first attempt to log in, Radiator sends a ’Challenge’ (a sequen
digits) that you must enter into the token in order to generate the correct Respons
which is then used as your password.

2.3.3 Replay Attacks
Radiator and Digipass automatically protect against replay attacks. Any attempt to
the same correct tokencode twice in succession will result in the second attempt b
rejected. This prevents eavesdroppers from using sniffed tokencodes to log in.

2.3.4 Configuration and customization
Radiator supports the customization of all the Digipass Controller run-time control
parameters, including keys for storage of token data, maximum number of succes
errors before lockout, maximum number of inactive days etc. This means that Digi
can be configured to suit the specific security needs of your organization.

3.0 Digipass support in Radiator

Radiator Radius server is developed in a modular way to permit easy configuration
extension and enhancement. It is delivered with support for a number of protocols, a
wide range of internal and external authentication methods and user databases. It
also be configured to authenticate from one or more local or remote databases, allo
multiple authentication systems to be combined and integrated.

Radiator suports Vasco Digipass tokens in SQL and LDAP databases and via the V
NMAS method for Novell eDirectory.
Radiator Digipass Support 5 of 9
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3.1 AuthBy SQLDIGIPASS, AuthBy LDAPDIGIPASS

Radiator’s AuthBy SQLDIGIPASS or AuthBy LDAPDIGIPASS plug-in modules are
used to authenticate Digipass tokens. AuthBy SQLDIGIPASS uses any free or com
cial SQL database to find each user’s token data. AuthBy LDAPDIGIPASS uses an
free or commercial LDAP server to find each user’s token data. These modules us
Authen-Digipass module, which is supplied with Radiator for Linux, Solaris, and W
dows.

Radiator can be configured for use with Vasco Digipass in a variety of ways:

• As a simple stand-alone system. A single SQL table or set of LDAP records cont
information about each Digipass token and the user it is assigned to. You can us
digipass.pl command-line program supplied with Authen-Digipass to import toke
assign them to users and otherwise administer tokens and users. The example
pass.cfg and digipass_ldap.cfg Radiator configuration files show simple example
how to configure Radiator for such a system. Sample SQL database table defin
files are provided with Radiator for a range of free and commercial SQL databa
Sample LDAP schema for use with OpenLDAP and otehr compatible LDAP serv
are also supplied.

• As an addition to a Radiator-compatible user-management system or ISP billing
tem. In this mode, Radiator is configured to authenticate using AuthBy SQLDIG
PASS from an SQL table or AuthBy LDAPDIGIPASS from an LDAP server, but
also uses other information from the user-management system to save usage d
get user- or service-specific Radius reply items etc.

• In conjunction with RAdmin Radius user management system from Open Syste
Consultants (http://www.open.com.au/radmin). RAdmin provides an easy-to-ins
easy-to-use web-based graphical system for managing Radius users for dialup,
and wireless authentication. RAdmin version 1.9 includes support for importing
allocating and administering Digipass tokens for authenticating users against D
pass instead of static passwords. RAdmin also works with any free or commerc
SQL database.

Radiator’s extensive configurability and portability means operators can integrate R
ator and Digipass into almost any new or existing environment, providing high levels
security and usability.

Radiator supports Digipass authentication through Radius-PAP, Radius-CHAP, Ra
MSCHAP, Radius-MSCHAPV2, EAP-MSCHAPV2, PEAP-MSCHAPV2, EAP-TTLS
PAP, EAP-One-Time-Password or EAP-Tokencard protocols etc., which means tha
Radiator can authenticate access through almost any dialup router, or any 802.1X
ble wired or wireless LAN device. Use of 802.1X EAP protocols generally requires
installation of appropriate EAP client software on the connecting PC.

Sample configuration files for a wide range of applications, including Digipass are
included with Radiator for easy installation.
6 of  9 Radiator Digipass Support
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3.2 AuthBy LDAP2 with NMAS support

Novell eDirectory is a widely used user and identity management system based on
LDAP (www.novell.com)

NMAS (Novell Modular Authentication System) is a component of eDirectory that p
mits eDirectory to authenticate passwords in a modular way. It allows third parties 
add password authentication mechanisms (called Methods) to eDirectory.

Vasco have released such an NMAS Method for their Digipass 2 factor tokens. Th
allows administrators to use eDirectory to import, manage, assign and authenticat
Vasco Digipass tokens for their users.

Radiator now NMAS authentication of Vasco Digipass tokens (and other NMAS M
ods). During NMAS authentication, PAP passwords are passed to eDirectory and 
selected NMAS Login sequence method. The NMAS methods authenticate the pa
word and tell Radiator whether to accept or reject the password.

Sample configuration files and Novell eDirectory NMAS installation hints are includ
Radiator Digipass Support 7 of 9
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4.0  Digipass support with RAdmin

FIGURE 3. Radiator + RAdmin Digipass architecture

RAdmin, the web-based Radius user management program from Open System Co
ants (www.open.com.au/radmin) also supports Vasco Digipass tokens, and runs o
wide range of platforms.

RAdmin provides web pages that allow administrators to add, remove and change
of users who are permitted to log in. RAdmin also allows administrators to drill down
detailed information about login history, users currently on-line, transaction logs et

RAdmin also optionally supports Digipass tokens. Administrators can import Vasco
token data files (DPX files), and then assign or reassign tokens to users.

RAdmin works with Radiator and any free or commercial SQL database. The SQL d
base is used to store user, token and accounting data. Radiator then accesses the
database directly to authenticate users and tokens and to save accounting data.

The combination of Radiator and RAdmin results in a tightly integrated, high perfo
mance easy-to-use web-based user administration package that supports Digipas
tokens for some or all users.

RADIUS protocol

Radiator

AuthBy SQLDIGIPASS

SQL
database
(user and
token details)

RAdmin

Web Server

Administrators

CGI
SQL

SQL

Radius Server Local or Remote
SQL Server

Local or Remote
RAdmin host

optional
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5.0 Migration

Along with Digipass, Radiator supports a number of other leading token-based auth
cation systems. In fact, Radiator can support several token-based authentication sy
at the same time. This means that, when Radiator is installed, migration to Digipas
from other token systems can be phased in gradually on a per-user or per-group b
making migration to Digipass much easier than otherwise.

A common strategy when migrating from another token based authentication syste
Digipass is first to install Radiator working with the existing token system, and then
configure it to support both types of token, gradually migrating users to the user of D
pass tokens, and then to finally disable further use of the old token system.

6.0 Further information

Operators can choose to install and configure Radiator and Digipass support thems
or Open System Consultants can provide assistance with installation, training, con
consulting and development. Contact info@open.com.au.

Open System Consultants can also put operators in contact with suitable prime co
tors for deployment of a complete Radiator Vasco Digipass solution, including toke
software, installation and commissioning. Contact info@open.com.au.

Various levels of pre-paid support are available from Open System Consultants, ran
from limited volume email support contracts through to 24x7 telephone support. C
tact info@open.com.au for more details.

For pricing on Radiator and RAdmin products and support, contact info@open.com
or go tohttp://www.open.com.au/ordering.html .

With over 10 million current users of its DIGIPASS products, VASCO has establish
itself as a world leader for Strong Authentication with over 250 international financ
institutions, approximately 1200 blue-chip corporations, and governments represe
more than 60 countries.

To find more information about VASCO please visithttp://www.vasco.com  and click
on ‘where to buy ’ to locate the nearest VASCO partner in your region.
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